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BEST EUROPEAN MOBILITY START-UPS JOINED ACCELERATOR 
KICK-OFF HOSTED BY POWERHUB 
 

Prague, Czech Republic, 5th February 2021 – The second batch of EIT Urban Mobility´s Accelerator 
programme for mobility start-ups coming from all over Europe started with a virtual kick-off organized by 
Czech PowerHUB. Core partners of EIT Urban Mobility Innovation Hub East  - PowerHUB, SPINLAB, and ZONE 
cluster will support five selected start-ups and will take care of their future business development in the 
upcoming six months. 
 

• BringAuto from the Czech Republic is a last-mile delivery robotic platform that allows for cargo 

transportation, eventually can be equipped with various forms of a superstructure. 

• MET3R (Zencharge) from Hungary aggregates and dispatches flexible EV storage for the fleet-

operators and energy companies.  

• Dashfactory from Germany develops and markets safety products for individual mobility, starting 

with the bicycle market – Dashbike is the first dashcam for cyclists. 

• FSE from Poland is the innovative provider of electric light commercial vehicle solutions.  

• QLX  (Smarttrass) from Germany is developing a new type of infrastructure design software with nD 

parametric structure modeling, real-time visualization, and evaluation for earlier and better 

decisions, and a whole new experience of involving people. 

Vít Šoupal (PowerHUB, Governing Board) comments on PowerHUB engagement in the programme: “We 
enjoy working with young people, experts, and start-ups. Helping them and seeing them grow and succeed. 
Our cooperation with the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT is so-called European Silicon 
Valley) gives us also great cultural and professional experience and touch with similar organizations like ours 
across the whole Europe.” 
 
In this second round of the Accelerator programme, each start-up has different goals and expectations and 
therefore their Key Performance Indicators are specifically identified based on their solution, needs, and 
plans at the beginning of the program. All teams will be guided by an experienced lead mentor who will be 
helping them with a variety of technical and business questions. Additionally, a series of Expert Sessions will 
provide the teams with specific know-how, such as Customer-Centric Approach, Sales, and Marketing. One of 
the strong motivation factors is also the € 15.000 in equity-free financing, that will be granted to successful 
Accelerator teams.  
 
Veronika Krasnohorska (PowerHUB, Mentor and Project Manager): “Knowing customers needs and 

expectations is crucial in developing successful solutions. Verifying if we understand our customer and testing 

our prototypes with him is the easiest and cheapest way towards a great product. That is why we 

incorporated Design Thinking methodology into our curriculum for start-ups so that they can obtain 

empathetic, creative, and testing skills at the beginning of their business path.”  

https://www.eiturbanmobility.eu/
https://powerhub.cz/
https://www.spinlab.co/
https://zonecluster.eu/en/home-page/
https://zonecluster.eu/en/home-page/
https://bringauto.com/en/
https://met3r.com/
https://www.dashbike.de/en/
https://www.fs-e.pl/en/
http://smarttrass.com/
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The first batch of the Accelerator programme in Innovation Hub East in 2020 noticed great success amongst 

the supported start-ups, for example, Czech start-up TrackingForm08  - technology to monitor the status of 

transport infrastructure (roads & rails) using vehicle movement - managed to launch a pilot in Kladno and 

Prague.  

 
Martin Edlman (TrackingForm08): “Thanks to EIT Urban Mobility we gained access to valuable mentors who 
opened a new view into the business potential of our product and service and also helped to improve our 
communication towards potential customers. The received grant was of great benefit as it allowed us to invest 
in technologies to increase the detection rate of our telematics unit as well as its design, but moreover, we 
could improve and develop the main part of our system - the Data Analytic / Visualization Platform.” 
 
Press Contact Details: 
Karolina Kramkova ‐ E: karolina@powerhub.cz ‐ T: +420 604 193 386 

 

 
  

http://tracking.form08.com/
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BACKGROUND 
 
About PowerHUB 
 
PowerHUB is HUB for the transfer of technologies based in Prague, Czech Republic. It has been cooperating for a long time with the European Institute of 
Innovation and Technology on a program enabling the development of start-ups and innovation teams. In addition to Accelerator for Startup Teams, 
PowerHUB is included in the Scale-up Hub for more advanced start-ups and in the GoGlobal program to achieve the best results in the US and Asian 
markets. 
 
For more information visit https://powerhub.cz/    
 
Follow PowerHUB on:  

- Twitter: @PowerHUBcz 

- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/powerhubprague  

- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PowerHUB.cz/  

- YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL8OewS7qPqzotfSMmqT9Qw  
 
About EIT Urban Mobility 
 
EIT Urban Mobility, an initiative of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT), aims to accelerate solutions and the transition towards a 
user-centric, integrated, and truly multimodal transport system. As the leading European innovation community for urban mobility, EIT Urban Mobility 
works to avoid fragmentation by facilitating collaboration between cities, industry, academia, research, and innovation to solve the most pressing mobility 
challenges of cities. Using cities as living labs, its industry, research, and university partners will demonstrate how new technologies can work to solve 
real problems in real cities by transporting people, goods, and waste in smarter ways.  
 
For more information visit www.eiturbanmobility.eu  
 
Follow EIT Urban Mobility on: 

- Twitter: @EITUrbanMob  

- LinkedIn: linkedIn.com/company/eit-urban-mobility  

- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EIT-Urban-Mobility-1951333174955858/  

- Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/eiturbanmob/  

- YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnsVPKuZBK_UiZo0MOYNxXQ   
 
About SpinLab 
 
SpinLab – The HHL Accelerator supports innovative founding projects with the implementation and growth of their ventures. In addition to intensive 
coaching, the founding teams also benefit from a high-caliber mentoring program as well as numerous contacts to investors, established  
companies, and other founders.  
 
About ZONE cluster 
 
ZONE Cluster was established by leading Hungarian info-communication technology, electronics, UTM aviation, and automotive companies, with the 
goal to institutionally connect research, development, and innovation capacities in the field of intelligent transport systems. and urban mobility. Zone 
Cluster acts as a coordinator of the EIT Urban Mobility Accelerator programme (Innovation Hub East) and will accelerate start-ups from July 2021. 
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